Studying our semirelativistic potential model and the numerical results, which succeeds in predicting and reproducing recently discovered higher resonances of D, D s , B, and B s , we find a simple expression for the mass gap between two spin multiplets of heavy-light mesons, (0 − , 1 − ) and (0 + , 1 + ). The mass gap between chiral partners defined by ∆M = M (0
Introduction
The discovery of the narrow D sJ particles by BaBar 1) and CLEO 2) and soon confirmed by Belle 3) immediately reminded people an effective theory approach proposed by Nowak et al. and others 4, 5, 6, 7) . From this effective theory, they derived the Goldberger-Treiman relation for the mass gap between chiral partners 0 + (1 + ) and 0 − (1 − ) instead of the heavy meson mass itself and predicted the mass gap to be around ∆M = g π f π ≈ 349 MeV, where g π is the coupling constant for 0 + → 0 − + π and f π is the pion decay constant.
Since this mass gap between chiral partners in the case of D s agrees well with the experiments (around 350 MeV), people thought that underling physics may be explained by their SU (3) effective Lagrangian 8, 9 
Semirelativistic Quark Potential Model and Structure of Mass Gap
Mass for the heavy meson X with the spin and parity, j P , is expressed in our formulation as 12)
where the quantum number k is related to the total angular momentum j and the parity P for a heavy meson as
To begin with, we study the heavy meson mass without 1/m Q corrections so that we can see the essence of the mass gap. States with the same |k| value are degenerate in a pure chiral limit and without confining scalar potential, which is defined as m q → 0 and S(r) → 0 13) . We consider the scenario that a chiral symmetry breaking and a confinement take place in two steps. First the degeneracy is broken due to gluon fields when S(r) is turned on and confines quarks into heavy mesons but keeping vanishing light quark mass intact. In fact, in this limit our model gives the mass gap between two spin multiplets ∆M ≈ 300 MeV as follows; 
This gap is mainly due to gluon fields which confines quarks into heavy mesons. It is interesting that obtained values are close to Λ QCD ≈ 300 MeV. Next, turning on a light quark mass which explicitly breaks a chiral symmetry, we have SU (3) flavor breaking pattern of the mass levels, i.e., mass of D becomes different from that of D s with the same value of j P . Since we assume m u = m d , there still remains SU (2) iso-spin symmetry. Note that even after chiral symmetry is broken, there is still degeneracy between members of a spin multiplet due to the heavy quark symmetry, i.e., SU (2) f × SU (2) spin symmetry, with SU (2) f rotational flavor symmetry and SU (2) spin rotational spin symmetry. By using the optimal values of parameters in Ref. 14) , which is listed in Table  1 , degenerate masses without 1/m Q corrections for D, D s and B, B s mesons are calculated and presented in Table 2 . Furthermore, by changing m q from 0 to 0.2 GeV, we have calculated the m q dependence of ∆M 0 and have obtained Fig. 1 , in which ∆M 0 is linearly decreasing with m q . From Fig. 1 , we find that the mass gap between two spin multiplets for a heavy meson X can be written as
where the values of g 0 , and g 1 are estimated by fitting the optimal line with gap is essentially given by
Though the physical ground of this result is out of scope at present, Eq. (6) is serious, since it is very different from the one of an effective theory approach which gives the relation,
where g π is the Yukawa coupling constant between the heavy meson and a chiral multiplet and is taken to be g π = 3.73 in 8) , and σ = f π . This expression is obtained in the heavy quark symmetric limit and should be compared with our Eq. (6). Instead of minus sign for the term m q that we obtained, the authors of 5) obtained plus sign as shown in the above equation. The same result is obtained even if we use the nonlinear Σ model 8) . The result given by Eq. (6) is exact when O (1/m Q ) terms are neglected. As we will see later, since 1/m Q corrections are nearly equal to each other for two spin doublets, the above equation (6) 
Next let us study the case when 1/m Q corrections to the mass gap are taken into account. Part of the results is given in 15) . In Table 3 , we give our numerical results in the cases of n = 1 and n = 2 (radial excitations). Values in brackets are taken from the experiments. Our values seem to agree with the experimental ones though the fit is not as good as the case for the absolute values of heavy meson masses. We assume the form of the mass gap with the 1/m Q corrections as follows.
Using Eq. (4) obtain the mass gap as follows.
which should be compared with our model calculations, 321 and 241 MeV, in Table 3 . Thus the linear dependence of the mass gap on m q is also supported in the case where the 1/m Q corrections are taken into account. The calculated m q dependence of ∆M with 1/m Q corrections is presented in Fig. 2 , for 0 < m q < 0.2GeV.
Miscellaneous Phenomena
Global Flavor SU ( Table 1 .
Mass Gap of Heavy Baryons -When we apply our formula to the heavylight baryons which include two heavy quarks, (ccs), (ccu), (bcs), (bcu), (bbs), and (bbu), mass gaps between two pairs of baryons, like (ccs) and (ccu), will be given by Eq. (6) in the heavy quark symmetric limit and by Eq. (8) with 1/m Q corrections where we have to replace m Q with m Q1 + m Q2 . Here the isospin symmetry is respected since in our model m u = m d . This speculation is legitimized since QQ pair can be considered to be 3 * expression in the color SU (3) space so that the baryon like QQq can be regarded as a heavy-light meson and our arguments expanded in this paper can be applied 17, 18) .
